Introduction
The earliest cameras did not have lenses, but used pinholes to focus light from outside the camera on to light sensitive paper inside a light proof box. Many cell phone cameras use pinhole lenses even today, the reason being that the smaller the opening into the camera (the aperture) the greater range of distances are in sharp focus. No actual lens is needed.
A feature of cameras with lenses (film or digital) is depth of field, or the distances from the camera which appear sharply in focus. A very shallow depth of field creates a miniaturizing effect, and is produced by a wide aperture (such as f2). A pinhole type aperture, such as f64 or f128, makes virtually the entire scene sharp. This creates a feeling of distance, and was used by photographers such as Ansel Adams in his landscape studies of California in the 1920s to 1960s.
The higher the f-stop the narrower the opening that lets light into the lens and the greater the range of distances from the camera that is in focus. f64 is the smallest in a regular camera and approaches a pinhole, making every object in the scene from the closest to the furthest in sharp focus. However, for a narrow depth of field you want to make the f stop low, around 2-4, though this runs the risk of making your scene look like a miniature. Depth of field is a judgment call.
In Blender depth of field is a post processing operation. Although the center of the field is defined in the 3D window the other parameters are created in the Node Editor.
Setting the scene
Here I've created a scene with ten Suzannes using the Array modifier. Let's split one out to focus on. An array modified object is just one editable object with non-editable instances. We'll have to apply the modifier in Object mode, then go into Edit mode to select one copy and split it out. In Object mode, apply the Array modifier. Now go to Edit mode and select a vertex (or edge, or face) in the instance you want to make unique. Hit Control-L to select all linked vertices (or edges, or faces). Now hit P and choose Separate -Selection. Go back into Object mode and rename the new object (which will have a .001 suffix) to something recognizable. Select it. When you go to its material tab there will be a 2 next to the material name, meaning this material is shared by two objects in the scene. Click on the 2, rename the material, and change it to something unique.
Note that that Suzanne's eyes have not changed. This is because the monkey primitive is actually made up of three meshes in one object -the head and the two eyes. Go back into the array and split the eye meshes out as well, making them another unique color.
That looks better. Let's render the scene.
We have a transparent background and sharp shadows. The details in your scene will vary depending on your setup files and preferences, but the important thing to note is that all the monkeys are in sharp focus. We want to simulate a photograph from a physical camera. We start by selecting the camera and going to the camera tab in Properties.
Start by checking the Limits box, returning to the 3D window, and moving out of the camera view.
You'll see a line extending from the camera along its local Z axis.
Because the item you want to focus on may have its pivot point not at its geometric center (items split out from an Array have their pivot points at the same place as the original object) the most reliable way to set depth of field is by using the Distance parameter. As you adjust this you'll see a cross move along the Limits line. Set it to the front of the unique object.
Render the scene. Nothing has changed: everything is still sharp. This is because all you have done is define a distance along the camera Z axis. Now we need to move into the Node editor to use that distance to create depth of field in the final rendering.
Replace the 3D window with the Node Editor by using the Editor Type button in the lower left hand corner. The blank Node Editor screen will appear. Choose the compositing option and populate this by checking the Use Nodes button.
Two nodes appear, connected by a wire; move them apart slightly. Use Shift-A to add, then Filter-Defocus, and move the node across the wire; it will automatically connect. Use Shift-A to add an Output-Viewer node. Move it to a good place on the screen and drag a wire from the Image output of the Defocus node to the Image input of the new Viewer node. Check the Backdrop box at the foot of the window and a preview will appear as a background. You may need to rerender the scene for this to happen. Now we need change some settings in the Defocus node. First check Use Z-Buffer, then you will be able to change the fStop down to 2 and raise the Max Blur to around 20. The image in the background will blur after a moment but it will be an even blur across the image. We need to include the Z depth information from the rendering.
Tell the node editor where to focus by connecting the Z output of the Render Layers node to the Z input of the Defocus node. After a moment's thought Blender will produce a depth of field preview in the background. Now make a full render.
Notice how it first renders sharply, then takes a moment to apply the post processing operation. Depth of focus can be animated like almost any other parameter in Blender; this is a useful way to change an audience's attention from a character in the foreground to something or someone in the background.
You'll see there is a second way to define the distance of sharp focus, the Focus selection box next to the Distance box. You can select an item there and use that instead of defining the distance. But be careful! The Focus selection uses the distance to the object's local origin, and if that object been split off from an array its local origin will still be in the same place as the original object. Use Object-Transform-Origin to Geometry to move the origin to the center of the target object to allow accurate focus using this method.
You may find that despite following all the steps above, and even seeing the depth of field correctly in the background of the Node Editor, the final image refuses to show any blur. This may happen because of one final setting. Go to the Render tab in Properties and open the Post Processing panel. Make sure that the Compositing checkbox is selected.
Blender can make renders three ways. First, from the 3D window alone (when no box is checked). Second, it can add post processing effects from the Node Editor (when the Compositing box needs to be checked). And finally, it can produce animation files or image sequences from the Video Sequence Editor (when the Sequencer box needs to be checked). For Depth of Field operations, make sure at least the Compositing box is checked.
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